Our offer!

Sets standards in kitchen sale:

ORDER NOW!

KITCHEN

Order the AMK ergonoMeter© now

STANDARDS

for only EUR 229.00*

You will receive the following advertisement package
together with the ergonoMeter©:
• two door stickers “Specialist for ANATOMICALLY
designed kitchens”
• two counter top displays
• one booklet “AMK Kitchen Standards” with operating
instructions and background knowledge
• one copy of assembly and installation instructions

*plus dispatch costs and statutory VAT

Fax order to +49 (0) 6 21 - 8 50 61 01

Yes,

our specialist store will also set the standards:

We order

pc. of the AMK ergonoMeter© at a price of EUR 229.00 each.*

Company

Street/No.

First name/last name

Postal code/place

Telephone

E-mail

AMK
Die Moderne Küche Service GmbH
Harrlachweg 4
68163 Mannheim, Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 6 21 / 8 50 6116
Fax:
+49 (0) 6 21 / 8 50 61 01
E-mail: info@amk.de
www.amk.de

Excellent: The new scale for kitchens

THE AMK ERGONOMETER ©
AMK has derived the results of the latest study and developed a measuring tool to quickly, easily and professionally
determine the elbow height, thus achieving the optimal
working height for people of all sizes.

Be one of the first pioneers of the anatomically
designed kitchen according to the latest expertise. You receive the original AMK ergonoMeter© at a price of EUR 229.00*

EASY, QUICK, PROFESSIONAL
“It is not the body height which is the crucial
factor for the optimal working height, but the
elbow height.”
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Ralph Bruder, Darmstadt Technical University
Institute for Ergonomics (iad)

SET THE STANDARDS IN KITCHEN SALE
Distinguish yourself and become distinctive. The
ergonoMeter© – standard for the anatomically designed
kitchen.
The purchase of a new kitchen is an investment which needs
to last for several years. Using the kitchen daily the customer will soon realise they have made just the right decision.
In particular in kitchen planning and design the aspects of
ergonomics are an important factor. Benefit from the latest scientific findings and the new AMK ergonoMeter© and
distinguish yourself as a specialist for anatomically designed
kitchens.

FOUNDATIONS AND RELEVANCE
In 1991 the AMK requested the Institute for Ergonomics (iad)
at the Darmstadt University of Technology to conduct a largescale study “Ergonomics in the Kitchen”.
The topic “anatomically designed working heights” was
especially focused upon in detail and is still valid today.

Today, 20 years later, the results have been reviewed and
updated. Although many of the former basic assumptions
and results of the study are still valid, people have become
taller on average and their proportions have shifted. This
effects the evaluation of the optimal working height.
According to latest findings, the body height is not the crucial
factor for the dimensioning of the ergonomically correct
working height. Scientists have proven that the measurements best suited for the evaluation of the optimal working
height is the elbow height.

The use of the AMK ergonoMeter© is extremely easy and
efficient.
The beautifully designed and high-quality measuring device is
made of anodized aluminium and rests safely and firmly on a
cross-shaped base of powder-coated steel. To evaluate the
elbow height, the customer needs to stand upright and hold
the elbow at an angle of 90 degrees. Open the quick-release
fastener of the ergonoMeter©, slide the armrest upwards until
the customer’s elbow rests on the armrest. Lock the quickrelease fastener. Now read the elbow height on the rear scale
of the ergonoMeter©, the optimal working height on the left
scale and the optionally lowered working height of the cooking zone on the right scale. Different working zones are not
mandatory, however, they can be easily realised for a kitchen
with several blocks without affecting the kitchen’s overall
appearance. If no different working heights can be realised,
the optimal working height is selected for the entire kitchen.

